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Question: 340 

 

An ABN must include: 

 

A. Listing of the service that is not covered by the diagnosis 

B. Reason denial is likely 

C. Patient’s signature 

D. All of the above 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question: 341 

 

The admission of a patient to a hospital requires decision by all of the following 

except: 

 

A. Admitting physician 

B. Admitting clerk 

C. Hospital administrator 

D. Administrator on call 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

Question: 342 

 

Patient admission to a hospital can be ordered by: 

 

A. Hospital administration 

B. Treating physician 

C. Admitting clerk 

D. All of the above 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

Question: 343 



 

A breach of Patient Confidentiality is subject to: 

 

A. Criminal charges 

B. Fines 

C. Prison term 

D. All of the above 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question: 344 

 

The law that governs patient confidentiality is: 

 

A. Privacy Act of 1974 

B. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 

C. The False Claims Act 

D. The Balanced Budget Act of 1997 

 

Answer: A 

 

 

Question: 345 

 

Criteria pertaining to the maintenance of the patient’s medical record include all 

of the following except: 

 

A. Specific authorizations are required for diagnoses such as HIV/AID, 

psychiatric, alcohol, or drug dependency conditions 

B. Records may be furnished in any civil or criminal action upon issuance of a 

subpoena from a court C. Information can be released without the patient’s 

written consent D. Records shall be stored in areas free from water damage, 

insects and theft  

C. Information can be released without the patient’s written consent 

D. Records shall be stored in areas free from water damage, insects and theft 

 

Answer: C 

 

 



Question: 346 

 

The medical record is a legal document. 

 

A. True 

B. False 

 

Answer: A 

 

Question: 347 

 

An Advanced Directive should be discussed with the patient: 

 

A. When the patient becomes incapacitated 

B. During the admission process 

C. Before any surgical procedures are performed 

D. All of the above 

 

 

Answer: B 

 

 

Question: 348 

 

When is an Advance Directive activated? 

 

A. When the patient is taken into surgery 

B. When the patient is admitted 

C. Per the patient’s request 

D. When the patient becomes incapacitated 

 

Answer: D 

 

 

Question: 349 

 

Advantages to a Living Will include: 

 

A. Difficult decisions about future care are made while the patient is 

competent and alert 



B. It states the patients’ desire regarding organ donation at the time of death 

C. The patients directions allows them to die under circumstances that they 

have chosen 

D. Both A and C 

E.  All of the above 

 

Answer: D 
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